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Norland College uniform list 2021
The Norland uniform is iconic and represents over 129 years of tradition and quality. When you wear
the Norland uniform, you are demonstrating that you are training to offer the highest quality in care
and learning for babies and young children. You are a highly visible representative of Norland
College and it is both an honour and a responsibility to wear the uniform. Our uniform is supplied by
schoolblazer.com. All uniform must be purchased from Schoolblazer, unless otherwise stated below.

Formal uniform
New product
Required by all students
Bespoke Norland tweed, one button fitted jacket
or bespoke Norland tweed blazer
Brown Stormtex trench coat with bespoke
jacquard lining
White gloves
Brown gloves
Dress option
Beige crested dress

Price

New regulation

£175

Compulsory

£100

Compulsory

£8
£10.40

Compulsory
Compulsory

£69

Brown crested felt hat
Separates option
Cotton, white, button to neck, crested blouse
(2pk) or cotton, white, crested shirt (2pk)
Sand 'sorona' fabric, flat fronted trousers or
'classic fit' style with belt loops

£48.50

Norland tie

£10.50

Other items
Brown cotton acrylic crested cardigan
Brown 70 denier opaque tights (2 pack)

£31
£7.20

£31.50
£42

Skin coloured tights

N/A

Norland crested umbrella
Brown knitted scarf

£31
£23

Compulsory unless choosing the
separates option
Compulsory with dress option
Compulsory unless choosing the dress
option
Compulsory unless choosing the dress
option. May be bought from
Schoolblazer or sourced elsewhere
Compulsory unless choosing the dress
option
Optional
Compulsory with dress option for
winter but may be sourced elsewhere
Compulsory with dress option for
summer. Not available to purchase
from Schoolblazer
Optional
Optional

Practical uniform
Product
Practical jacket
Navy crested cotton/acrylic v neck
Crested polo
Navy 'classic fit' trousers or navy 'classic fit' suit
trousers
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Price
£63
£31.50
£17
£40

New regulation
Compulsory
Compulsory
Compulsory
Compulsory but may be sourced
elsewhere
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Navy crested baseball cap
Navy crested beanie
Navy crested ear warmers
White crested apron
Navy crested apron
Navy crested fleece scarf

£12.20
£11.20
£8
£13.90
£13.90
£15.20

Optional
Optional
Optional
Compulsory
Compulsory
Optional

Please note the items where it is optional to purchase from Schoolblazer or an alternative retailer.
If you decide to purchase your formal or practical trousers from an alternative retailer, they must
be straight leg smart trousers, like the ones shown on the Schoolblazer website. Practical trousers
must be navy and formal trousers must be sand coloured. They must not be tight skinny trousers.
If you are unsure, please email admissions@norland.ac.uk.

Shoes or ankle boots

Shoes or ankle boots must be dark brown or dark tan, flat/very low heel, leather or vegan
equivalent, smart. They do not have to be lace-ups but they must not slip off your feet. Trainers,
sandals, flip flops, etc. are not allowed. Please note, these shoes are worn for both formal and
practical uniform. Here are some examples of shoes and boots that would be permitted:

Ordering

You are expected to have your complete formal and practical uniform for your first day at Norland. It
is very important that you allow time for any alterations that you may need to make to the individual
garments in order to ensure they fit correctly. Please note that the garments are not made to
measure and there may well be some additional expense if alterations are needed to the length of
sleeves, trousers and/or hems. You can order your uniform from now. If you have a conditional
offer, please do not remove the tags from the garments or dispose of the original packaging until
your place has been confirmed, after your results are released in the middle of August. Our uniform
suppliers have confirmed that as long as uniform is returned in its original packaging with all tags in
place, a full refund can be obtained, if necessary. Do not make any alterations to the uniform until
your place is confirmed.
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Image credits (left to right):
1. Asos.com
2. Asos.com
3. Dune.co.uk
4. Drmartens.com
5. Clarkes.co.uk
6. Dune.co.uk
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